
 

 

Haiku Time! 

 
 

A haiku is an unrhymed three-line poem. The first and third lines of the poem have 5 
syllables while the second line has 7 syllables. A haiku typically focuses on nature 
brings together two different subjects. For example, here is a haiku by Don Eulert: 

ground squirrel 
balancing its tomato 
on the garden fence 

 

Can you make a haiku that brings together two subjects - one natural and one 
man-made? To make a haiku, first pick your two subjects and then visualize a scene 
where they come together.  

 
 

 

What if you could teleport yourself... 

 
 

You are faced with a strange new situation. Well, you know it can't really happen but 
let's suspend reality for a minute and imagine how things would be different if it was 
really true. What would happen as a result of this new situation? 

Situation: What if you had the ability to teleport yourself anywhere in an instant? 

Can you think of one or more consequences if this situation were to come true? Try to 
think of less obvious consequences that others would not be able to think of. 
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Similes: Complete the sentence 
 

A simile is a figure of speech that compares two unlike things. For example, as brave 
as a lion or as sly as a fox are common similes you might have heard before. How 
many similes can you make for the sentence below? 

My pet cat is as soft as... 

Can you come up with at least 3 different similes? Try to come up with ideas that you 
think others won’t come up with.  

 
 

 

Opposite Day: Libraries have books 

 
 

It's “Opposite Day” today and we have to make the opposite come true. Can you figure 
out a way to make the opposite statement below work? 

Libraries have books. 

To solve this challenge, use the opposite statement - "Libraries do not have books" 
and figure out a situation where this will make sense. Well, libraries already carry CDs 
and DVDs that people find useful to borrow. Could they also stock some other kinds 
of things? Try to think of why libraries are useful and what other kinds of things would 
make sense to have in a library. 

Can you think of a new kind of library that doesn't exist yet?  
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Starry Stories: Make a constellation 

 
 

A constellation is a group of stars that form a figure or a shape. Most constellations 
have a mythological story behind them. For example, the constellation Ursa Major, 
also called the Big Dipper, has seven stars in it. Four of those stars form the bowl and 
the other three form the handle.  

So here's your challenge - what constellation can you make from the stars below? Is it 
a person, animal or some other object? And is there a story behind your constellation?  
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